Is your facility prepared to evacuate?
We can help with cost-effective, ready to
implement evacuation solutions.

With expert resources from the Yale New Haven Health System Center for Emergency Preparedness and Disaster
Response (YNHHS-CEPDR), your facility won’t have to “reinvent the wheel” in order to make measurable
strides in evacuation planning. YNHHS-CEPDR evacuation solutions are easy to use, cost-effective and ready
to implement. The result for busy facilities – sustainable progress in evacuation planning, without breaking
tight timelines and tight budgets.
Solutions include:
• Facility Evacuation Plan Templates starting at $350, appropriate for long-term care and
acute-care facilities
• Online Courses introducing evacuation concepts to your staff and addressing patient movement
o Introduction to Evacuations ($210 for 35 learners, additional discount for more than 100 learners)
o Patient Movement During Evacuations ($273 for 35 learners, additional discount for more than
100 learners)
•

Tabletop Exercise Toolkits including player handbooks, evaluation guides and The Joint Commission
After Action Report templates starting at $450, allowing facilities to conduct HSEEP-compliant
evacuation exercises without planning delays

• Evacuation Workshops starting at $900, plus travel fees, providing an expert trainer to work directly
with staff utilizing engaging, instructor-led training
• Evacuation Webinars starting at $800 (for up to 25 learners), providing training on evacuation
operations
• Evacuation and SiP Assessments identifying actionable strengths and areas of improvement in your
facility’s ability to evacuate or shelter-in-place (SiP)
• Functional/Full-Scale Evacuation Exercise Support, ranging from material templates, custom
development, and comprehensive exercise facilitation and evaluation
• Evacuation Operations Facility Walk-Throughs, applying our evacuation expertise and experience
to shape your planning and response process based on your facility design, capabilities and resources
With over a decade of targeted healthcare emergency preparedness experience, the experts at
YNHHS-CEPDR can help your facility meet your emergency preparedness goals. Contact us for additional
information regarding evacuation resources, or to find out more about how we can support your
organization in creating a sustainable culture of emergency preparedness.
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